Given a nonlinear function h separating a convex and a concave function, we provide various conditions under which there exists an a ne separating function whose graph is somewhere almost parallel to the graph of h. Such results blend Fenchel duality with a variational principle, and are closely related to the Clarke-Ledyaev mean value inequality.
Introduction
The central theorems in this paper blend two completely distinct types of result, both fundamental in optimization theory: Fenchel duality and variational principles. The simplest version of Fenchel duality states that for any convex functions f and g on R n satisfying f ?g, a regularity condition implies the set that if h is a locally Lipschitz function bounded below on R n , then h has arbitrarily small Clarke subgradients: 0 2 cl (Im @h):
Geometrically, there are points where the graph of h is almost horizontal (in a certain nonsmooth sense).
The theorems we discuss here combine the features of both results above.
We consider functions f, g and h as before, now satisfying f h ?g, and under various regularity conditions we prove:
L \ cl (Im @h) 6 = ;: Geometrically, there are a ne functions between f and ?g whose graphs are somewhere almost parallel to the graph of h.
As we show by means of various examples, the existence of a suitable a ne separating function depends on both local and asymptotic properties of the three functions. Hence the regularity conditions we need to impose combine assumptions on the domains of the primal functions, f and g, and of their conjugates, f and g , as well as local and global growth conditions on h.
The key tool for our results is a recent, somewhat surprising mean value inequality of Clarke-Ledyaev ( 2] ), rephrased as a hybrid sandwich theorem, as shown in 5] . We illustrate the application of this type of result with two apparently simple but rather remarkable consequences. First, any convex function f and locally Lipschitz function h f satisfy: domf \ cl (Im @h) 6 = ;:
Secondly (a`squeeze theorem'), any locally Lipschitz functions p h q with p(0) = h(0) = q(0) satisfy: @p(0) \ @h(0) \ @q(0) 6 = ;:
We have not been able to nd simple proofs or references for either of these two results
.
1 Subsequent investigations revealed alternative approaches to the last theorem independent of the Clarke{Ledyaev result (J. Borwein, private communication). Nontheless, the original approach we present here remains attractive for its transparency.
With the exception of this last theorem, our results do not appear to be substantially easier with the assumption that h is smooth (in which case @h reduces to the singleton rh). We believe they provide further evidence of the depth, applicability, and fundamental nature of the Clarke-Ledyaev inequality in optimization theory.
Notation and preliminary results
We begin by reviewing some basic ideas from convex analysis (see 6]). Given a convex set A R n , we denote by a A the smallest a ne space containing A, and by ri A the set of the internal points of A a A (with the induced topology). Observe that ri A is a nonempty convex set. Given a function f : R n ! ? at v = 0, a simple but useful property we shall use in the sequel.
For more about nonsmooth analysis for locally Lipschitz functions, the interested reader is invited to consult 1].
We shall deal in the sequel with two convex functions f; g 2 ? 0 and a locally Lipschitz function h such that f h ?g. Here the distance between dom f and dom g is 1.
In the last two examples the domains of f and g do not intersect, while in the rst example a crucial role is played by the fact that inf(f + g)=0.
In the following example inf(f + g)> 0, and yet there is no a ne separator.
Observe that such example could not be provided in one dimension ( 3] Observe one does not need a quali cation condition on the domains of f and g if h is globally Lipschitz. In the last two theorems, however, co niteness is required, which can be regarded as a (strong) quali cation condition on the domains of the conjugates.
The rst result we want to prove deals simply with the existence of the a ne separator. To prove it, we need the following proposition about regularizing Fenchel problems. Proof. To prove the rst equality, we only need to prove inf(p + q) inf(p k + q k ). There is nothing to prove if inf(p + q) = ?1. So, let us assume it is nite (it cannot be 1 because of ( )). By Fenchel duality, there is y 2 R n such that ? inf(p + q) = p (y) + q (?y): Take k > kyk. Then ? inf(p + q) = p (y) + q (?y) = (p + I kB )(y) + (q + I kB )(?y) =
This shows the rst equality and also that y as above is optimal for the problem of minimizing, on R n , (p k ) ( ) + (q k ) (? ). Now, writing down optimality conditions, we obtain, using k > kyk, x We begin our sequence of main results by proving some variants of Fenchel duality where the usual regularity condition is replaced by the existence of a Lipschitz separator. From Proposition 2.1 there exists a k 2 R such that f(x) a k + hy k ; xi ?g(x) 8x 2 kB: It is easy to show the sequence fa k g is bounded, so it has some cluster a 2 R. (Use the boundedness of fy k g and the existence of an element x 2 dom f \ dom g). It follows that f(x) a + hy; xi ?g(x) 8x 2 R n ; so y 2 L. We have proved the rst part of the claim. Now de ne a function v(w) = inf x2R n (f(x + w) + g(x)); and a sequence of functions decreasing pointwise to v, v k (w) = inf x2R n ((f + I kB )(x + w) + (g + I kB )(x)):
Observe that (v k ) (y) = (f ) k (y) + (g ) k (?y) and v (y) = f (y) + g (?y) and that dom v = dom f ? dom g, so that 0 2 int (dom v).
Since v is continuous at 0, there exist reals r > 0 and , and a cube C such that rB C int(dom v) and v ? 1 on C. Hence, for large k we have v k on each vertex of C and hence on rB, so (v k ) (w) rkwk ? for all points w in R n , and therefore L k ( =r)B.
We are now ready for a new result. We intend now to prove that condition i) in Theorem 3.5 can be replaced by an assumption involving the growth of f and h at in nity. To do this, we need the following proposition. kxk b; h(x) kxk a; for all x such that kxk c. Then there exists r 2 R such that f(x) r + bkxk 8x 2 R n ;
and f has bounded level sets. For the sake of contradiction, suppose there exists, for each k 2 N, x k such that f k (x k ) < h(x k ). Two cases can occur: (i) (x k ) is unbounded. Taking a subsequence, we can suppose kx k k ! 1.
(ii) (x k ) is bounded. Again taking a subsequence, we can suppose x k ! x. Pick m > kxk and r so that h is r{Lipschitz on mB. Since f has compact level sets, for each k there is y k such that h(x k ) > f k (x k ) = f(y k )+kkx k ?y k k. As h(x k ) ! h(x), for large k one has: f(y k ) f(y k ) + kkx k ? y k k h(x) + 1: Thus (y k ) is bounded and, taking another subsequence, we can suppose y k ! y. Since kkx k ? y k k h(x) + 1 ? inf f 8k; we deduce y = x. Thus, for large k, x k ; y k 2 mB, so h( We end the section by proving a unilateral result which can be regarded as a generalized variational principle. 
Squeeze Theorems
In this section we specialize the situation studied before: we shall make the further assumption that there is a point where the three functions are equal. In this case, as we shall see, we are able to provide more precise results.
We shall start with the following easy proposition, that we state without proof. We prove now a`convex' squeeze theorem. Since @h is locally bounded, there exists a subsequence (y r k ) of (y r ) converging to some y, and since x r k ! 0 and @h is closed, y 2 @h(0).
The next squeeze theorem deals instead with three locally Lipschitz functions. To prove it, we need the following proposition: Proof. The cases k = 2 and the case when f i is smooth follow from the sum rule applied to f 1 ? f 2 and f j ? f i , respectively. The case k = 3 is Theorem 4.2, and the cases n = 1; 2 are consequences of Theorem 4.2 and
Helly's Theorem.
Final remarks
We have seen some sandwich and squeeze theorems, dealing with convex and locally Lipschitz functions. While the convex subdi erential is standard, there are several notions of subdi erential for locally Lipschitz functions.
Here we use the Clarke subdi erential rather than, for instance, the approximate subdi erential, because the latter is not suitable for the results we seek. 
